Abstract. Counter-examples explain why a desired temporal logic property fails to hold, and as such considered to be the most useful form of output from modelcheckers. Reported explanations are typically short and described in terms of states and transitions of the model; as a result, they can be effectively used for debugging. However, counter-examples are not available for every CTL property and are often inadequate for explaining exactly what the answer means [CLJV02] . In this paper we present the approach of annotating counter-examples with additional proof steps. This approach does not sacrifice any of the advantages of traditional counter-examples, yet allows the user to understand and navigate through the counter-example better. We describe our proof system, discuss how to connect it with counter-example generators, and present KEGVis -a tool for visualizing and browsing the annotated counter-examples.
Introduction
A model-checker can tell the user not only whether a desired temporal property holds, but also generate a counter-example, explaining the reasons why this property failed. Typically, counter-examples are fairly small and are given in terms of states and transitions of the model; thus, they are readily understood by engineers and can be effectively used for debugging the model. The counter-example generation ability has been one of the major advantages of model-checking in comparison with other verification methods.
Counter-examples are a form of mathematical proof: to disprove that some property ³ holds on all elements of some set Ë, it is sufficient to produce a single element × ¾ Ë such that ³ holds on ×. For model-checking, this has two ramifications. First, counter-examples are restricted to universally-quantified formulas, and second, counterexamples have been viewed as infinite or finite paths, starting from the initial state, that illustrate failure of a given property. This notion of path-like counter-examples has been implemented in SMV [McM93, CGMZ95] . Yet only a subset of universally-quantified CTL (ACTL), namely ACTL LTL, has linear counter-examples [CLJV02] . Recent work by Clarke et. al. [CLJV02] has extended this notion to tree-like counter-examples. This method generates trees instead of paths as counter-examples and is complete for ACTL. For example, a counter-example for ´ Ý Üµ, where shaded areas indicate which subformula is being disproved, is shown in Figure 1 . This example is taken from [CLJV02] . Note that tree-like counter-examples are fairly hard to understand: different parts of the counter-example correspond to different parts of the property; thus, local information is insufficient to understand what each branch is attempting to disprove. This makes it difficult to navigate to "interesting" parts of the counter-example, so the user has to understand the counter-example in its entirety. The typical approach of existing counter-example generators is to give a complete explanation, if it is available. Yet the model-checker cannot explain why an existential property is false or why a universal one is true, and gives no feedback to the user in these cases. Such an explanation would include the entire model! Thus, in general, we say that a counter-example is not available if it is too large to be practical. Certainly, the problem gets even more difficult when temporal quantifiers are nested, e.g., ³ (is there a reachable state from which ³ holds in all successors?). Counter-example generators, conventional or tree-like, do not give the user any feedback for such properties, even though counter-examples are available for parts of the formula.
The goals of the work reported in this paper are as follows: (1) to preserve the desired usability aspects of counter-examples, i.e., their short length and the close correspondence to the model; (2) to provide some feedback even if in general the counter-example is not available; (3) to help the user in understanding complex counterexamples.
Our results follow from the primary observation that counter-examples are simply proofs by example; yet they are the coarsest type of proofs which skips all steps except those that result in the transition to the next state. Additional proof steps that explain why the model-checker chose this sequence of states for presentation can be added as means of annotating the counter-examples. With this approach, short linear counterexamples remain intuitive, but long and bushy counter-examples become significantly easier to understand because the user can refer to the proof for the explanation. Further, when counter-examples are not available, they can be replaced by proof obligations which are either discharged by a theorem-prover or taken on faith. For example, if the model-checker determines that a property ³ holds, we (1) show which states are successors of the current state; (2) indicate that ³ holds in these states; and (3) generate a proof obligation that the current state has no additional successors. The user might check the last claim by using a theorem-prover or simply by eye-balling the model.
In this paper we concentrate on the problem of computing witnesses to existential properties. This problem is dual to the one of computing counter-examples. We choose witnesses for our presentation because we find it more natural to talk about why a property is true as opposed to why a negation of a property is false [CGMZ95] . The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces our notation and gives some background on CTL model-checking. Our approach for generating proofs for fair CTL is introduced in Section 3. The main contribution of this paper, the generation and browsing of proof-like counter-examples, is discussed and illustrated in Section 4.
Our primary goal is not to produce proofs for all possible temporal properties. In that, we differ from the work that uses model-checking for proof generation [PZ01,PPZ01, Nam01,TC02].Instead, we concentrate on annotating counter-examples with proof steps. We compare our results with related work in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper with the summary of our approach and venues for future work.
Background
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of model checking and CTL; this information is available in [CGP99] . Below, we recall some specific concepts and fix the notation.
We , it is considered to hold in the model.
We use , and Í as our adequate set for CTL [CGP99] . These operators are defined as follows:
We also explicitely define the bounded versions of Í:
The remaining operators can be computed from these, as shown in [CGP99] . In this paper, we use Ô and Õ to stand for arbitrary atomic propositions, × and Ø to represent states, and ³ and to represent CTL formulas. We also use the notation × to express a formula that evaluates to at state × and otherwise, i.e. × ℄℄´Øµ¸´× Øµ. We use × for the negation of × .
Generating Proofs
In this section we develop a proof system that allows us to generate proofs for fair CTL. We start from ECTL and then extend our framework to deal with fairness, universal quantification, and negation.
Proof rules for ECTL
Our initial goal is to develop a sound and complete proof system that allows us to prove validity of sentences of the form ³℄℄´×µ, where ³ is an ECTL formula, and × is a state of a given Kripke structure Å.
We assume that our proof system includes all axioms of boolean and propositional logic. Several of such axioms are shown in Figure 3 . For example, in the one-point rule, also known as the introduction rule, is a predicate and is some element of . one simply needs to exhibit an element ¾ for which ´ µ holds. Note also we only consider quantification over finite domains.
In addition, we assume that all axioms of the theory of Kripke structures and the axiomatization of a particular Kripke structure Å are available. The latter includes statements about Å's transition relation Ê and its labeling function Á. For example, some of the axioms describing the Kripke structure in Figure 2 are:
The proof rules for non-temporal operators and are shown in Figure 4 . They follow directly from the definition of the corresponding operators. The -rule introduces an existential quantifier, which is typically eliminated by the one-point rule shown in Figure 3 .
The proof rules for the bounded Í are given in Figure 5 and follow directly from the definition of this operator. To derive the rule for the unbounded Í, we start by noting the monotonicity of Í :
Proposition 1 Let ³, be ECTL formulas and
Since we assume that the state space is finite, the rule is actually bi-directional. That is, for a given Kripke structure Å, there always exists a natural number Ò, which depends on the diameter of the directed graph induced by Å, such that ³ Í ℄ ³ Í Ò ℄. The proof rule for the unbounded Í is given in Figure 5 .
To complete our proof system, we need to find a proof rule for . Unfortunately, we cannot proceed in the same manner as before and use the ECTL equivalence ³ ³ ³. Doing so would result in a proof system which is not complete, since this proof rule can potentially be applied an infinite number of times. Instead, note that ³℄℄´×µ is the result of evaluating ³ on all infinite paths emanating from the state ×. Moreover, since we are dealing with finite state systems, every infinite path can be decomposed into a finite (possibly empty) prefix and a finite repeating suffix. Thus, we can decompose ³℄℄´×µ into restricted to all nontrivial cycles around ×, and restricted to all infinite paths that do not contain × in the future. First, we consider the restriction of ³℄℄´×µ to all non-trivial cycles around ×.
Essentially, this is simply a fair-, where the fairness condition is given by a single formula × . That is, the set of non-trivial cycles around × is exactly the set of paths along which × occurs infinitely often. Furthermore, since our starting state is ×, any infinite path along which × occurs infinitely often is equivalent to a finite path from × to itself. Thus, to evaluate ³℄℄´×µ restricted to cycles around ×, it is sufficient to consider only finite paths from × to ×. This intuition is formalized in the following theorem, the proof of which is available in [Gur02] : A proof rule for is given in Figure 5 .
Theorem 2
The proof system for ECTL is sound and complete.
Proof:
The proof of soundness comes from the fact that our proof rules have been derived using definitions and equivalences between ECTL operators.
To prove completeness, we show that any valid statement of the form ³℄ ℄´×µ can be proven by a finite number of applications of our proof rules. The proof proceeds on the structure of the formula ³. A proof sketch follows:
(1) Let ³ be a propositional temporal formula, that is, ³ does not contain Í and . Each rule given in Figure 4 reduces ³ to its subformulas. Thus, the rest of the proof for this case proceeds by induction on the number of subformulas of ³.
(2) If in addition to (1), ³ can also contain Í , Í can be removed by expanding it using rules for Í¼ and Í given in Figure 5 .
(3) If ³ can contain bounded or unbounded Í, we note that for a given Kripke structure, there exists an equivalent formula in which all unbounded Í operators are replaced by their bounded versions, reducing the resulting formula to case (2) considered above.
(4) If ³ can also contain , i.e., ³ ¾ ECTL, the -rule reduces a formula with to two formulas: (a) the one with Í, handled by the above case, and (b) a new formula containing , where the operator is restricted to a subset of the state space which does not contain the current state ×. Therefore, this rule can only be applied up to Ë times, ensuring that a valid statement ³℄ ℄´×µ can be proven by a finite number of applications of our proof rules. 
Automatic proof generation
Given a statement ³℄℄´×µ, we are interested in an automated proof of its validity. We can achieve this by embedding the proof system of Section 3.1 into an automated theorem prover, such as PVS [OSR93] , and use its facilities for generating the proof. Yet we can do so more efficiently if we use the model-checker as a decision procedure for (a) deciding the validity of a given subformula (so that our proof generator avoids exploring irrelevant proof branches) and for (b) applying the one-point rule. We call this decision procedure ÑÓ Ð and assume that ÑÓ Ð ´³ ×µ computes ³℄℄´×µ.
We start with the boolean connective . Given a statement of the form ³ ℄℄´×µ,
we apply the -rule:
Next, we must apply the -introduction rule, using either ³ or . Since the choice depends on the validity of ³℄℄´×µ and ℄℄´×µ, this suggests a simple proof strategy: if ³℄℄´×µ is valid, apply the -introduction rule with ³; otherwise, if ℄℄´×µ is valid, apply the -introduction rule with ; otherwise, terminate declaring that the statement is invalid. This proof strategy is implemented by an algorithm shown in Figure 6 (a).
We now examine the case of the unbounded until ( Í) operator. Given the statement ³ Í ℄℄℄´×µ, we first apply the Í-rule:
The next step is to find an instantiation of Ò for the one-point rule. Recall that the bounded Í is monotone when viewed as a function of (by Proposition 1). More-over, it is bounded above by the unbounded Í. Therefore, we can find the instantiation of Ò by a linear search, starting from Ò ¼. The algorithm for the application of the one-point rule is given in Figure 6( Figure 6 (c).
Extending to FCTL
Here we extend the results presented earlier in this section: to fair ECTL (FECTL), to ACTL, and finally to full FCTL.
Extending to ECTL with fairness Let a set of fairness conditions
½ be given. , a fair version of , is defined as a restriction of to paths where each fairness condition occurs infinitely often (see Section 2). This intuition is formalized below: 
Theorem 3 Let
The proofs of this and the remaining theorems in this paper are available in [Gur02] . The proof rule for is obtained similarly to the -rule. We show how ³℄℄´×µ can be decomposed into (1) restricted to fair cycles around × and (2) fair paths that do not contain ×, and then use this result to define the proof rule. This theorem gives rise to the proof rule for , shown in Figure 7 . Recall from Section 2 that other FECTL operators are defined through , so no additional proof rules are required.
Theorem 5 The proof system for FECTL is sound and complete.
The proof is similar to the one for ECTL.
Extension to ACTL The ACTL subset of CTL is very similar to ECTL. The essential difference is that the operator in the fixpoint definition of the ECTL temporal operators is replaced by its dual . The proof rules are derived similarly to the ones for ECTL, and are summarized in Figure 8 .
The -rule introduces universal quantification over the state space. Although the state-space is finite, the result is too large to present to the user explicitly and thus forms the basis of a proof obligation. Yet sometimes it is possible to reduce the complexity of such proof obligations. The application of the universal case splitting rule Extension to CTL To extend the proof rules to full CTL, we need to extend the negatomic-rule to temporal operators. Using the well-known dualities between ECTL and ACTL operators [CGP99] , we obtain the negation rules summarized in Figure 9 . Note that the negation applied to the Í operator (neg-Í rule) is handled differently. Since any adequate set for CTL must contain the Í operator [Lar95] , it is not possible to express its negation as a combination of only ACTL operators. Finally, to yield the proof system for FCTL, we combine the above proof rules with the one for .
Generating Proof-Like Counter-Examples
In this section we describe how to use the proof system introduced in Section 3 to generate annotated witnesses and counter-examples. We also discuss and illustrate the tool support for this approach.
From Proofs to Counter-Examples
There is a clear one-to-one correspondence between witnesses and proofs for CTL. Note, however, that proofs are finite, whereas witnesses can be infinite and are typically represented using a finite prefix and a finite repeating suffix. We return to this subject below. Consider the proof for ³℄℄´×µ shown in Figure 10 (a). Here, Ø is some state in Ë obtained by the model-checking procedure ÜÏ ØÒ ××´³ ×µ as part of the one-point rule for (see line 6 of the algorithm in Figure 6(c) ). The witness can be visually obtained from the proof of via the following steps:
1. remove all nodes from the proof tree except for: (a) the root node, and (b) nodes that are the result of the application of the one-point rule to and that do not correspond to the axioms of the transition relation (see Figure 10 Clearly, the result of the application of the above procedure to the proof of ³℄℄´×µ is a path through the Kripke structure that is a witness to ³℄℄´×µ. A similar procedure that uses finite quantification instead of the one-point rule also exists for . Note that a sequence of steps in a Kripke structure is the only information given by the witness generators. We referred to it as the coarsest type of proof in Section 1. All of such steps are results of the application of the one-point rule to or the finite quantification rule to . Other proof steps do not result in state transitions and are not shown by conventional witness generators. When extracting the witness from our proofs, we label each state in a witness with these missing proof steps. Branches in the witness result from applications of -intro and finite quantification rules. Loops can be identified by merging states with the same label, allowing the representation of nested loops. The resulting structures are called proof-like witnesses or counter-examples.
For example, a proof-like witness for Í Õ℄℄℄´× ¼ µ on the Kripke structure in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 11 . In this figure, the circled nodes represent states and solid arrows between them represent state transitions. Thus, the witness for Í Õ℄℄℄´× ¼ µ consists of two states: × ¼ followed by × ½ . Each state is labeled with the part of the proof that directly depends on it. This is indicated by the dashed proof arrows. Finally, each step in the proof that adds new states to the witness is labeled with the states it introduces, indicated by the dotted one-point rule (finite quantification rule) arrows.
As can be seen from this example, a proof-like witness is essentially a composition of two trees: the witness state tree, and the proof tree. This allows the user to either ignore the proof part and only explore the witness, or ignore the witness part and only explore the proof, or switch between the two representations at will.
In Section 1, we set out three goals for our work. The first goal, preserving usability aspects of witnesses, is achieved by our ability to generate conventional witnesses. The second goal, providing some feedback even if the complete counter-example is not available, is satisfied by generating proof obligations for universal properties and combining them with other proof steps so that users can understand the reasons behind these. The last goal, helping users in understanding complex counter-examples, is achieved by providing complete information necessary to justify the result of the model-checker. Yet proof-like counter-examples often end up being quite large. Automated support for browsing these counter-examples is a key for the effective use of this information for understanding and debugging the model. We address the tool support and browsing strategies below.
Tool Support for Browsing Counter-Examples
We have developed a prototype proof/witness browser tool called KEGVis (Kounterexample generator and visualizer). The tool uses the symbolic model-checker NuSMV [CCGR99] to generate proof-like witnesses for CTL formulas, and the daVinci [FW94] graph visualization package for their visual presentation. KEGVis can give the user a high-level overview of proof-like witnesses and allow him/her to skip certain steps, fast forward to "interesting" parts of the witness, determine whether the current state is part of a loop, etc. Figure 12 lists several examples of strategies for efficient navigation through prooflike counter-examples. We distinguish between static and dynamic modes of navigation. In the former, the witness is generated prior to browsing, while in the latter, it is generated in response to user actions.
In the static mode, the exploration can proceed either in the forward direction, convenient for discovering why a particular path in a witness justifies a given subformula, or in the backward direction, used for identifying why a particular "suspicious" state is part of the witness. In both cases, the user can restrict the part of the witness of property paths satisfying the initial condition; all of them will be displayed. If a chosen subformula or operator ³ occurs in multiple places in the temporal formula (e.g., Ü in property È above), then paths satisfying ³ can be found by the following algorithm: (1) find the smallest unique subformula that contains ³; (2) find all states that justify ; (3) for each state Ø found in step (2), follow the proof to a state labeled with ³. For example, the smallest unique subformula that contains the second occurrence of Ü in È is Ü. Thus, this Ü can be justified by successors of states labelled with Ü.
Witness generation is usually quite expensive. The dynamic mode of witness exploration allows the user to control which path of the witness is to be generated, or what should be the granularity of the logical step before further user input is solicited. These choices are based on the information available from the proof part of the proof-like witness, and can be taken manually or by a user-supplied heuristic function. Consider exploring the witness for the formula Ü Ý℄℄´×µ. After a few steps of the exploration, the proof labeling state × may indicate that fixpoints for Ü and Ý have been achieved in 3 and 5 iterations, respectively:
Ü Ý℄℄´×µ
The user can then use this information to guide the witness generation in the direction of the shorter path. Current implementation of KEGVis supports static exploration only; the dynamic exploration mode is still under development.
Related Work
The proof system developed in this paper is similar to the tableaux used for local modelchecking [SW91] . In fact, the automated proof-generation technique can be seen as a simulation of a run of a local model-checker, where the information collected from the run of a global model-checker is used to guide the construction of the proof.
Several other researches have explored the idea of generating proofs from the modelchecking runs [PZ01,PPZ01,Nam01,TC02]. Their common motivation is to use proofs to provide complete information justifying the result of the model-checker, in particular, in cases where a witness, or a counter-example, is not feasible.
The work of Namjoshi [Nam01] concentrates on generating a proof of validity of a run of a global -calculus model-checker, as opposed to a proof of satisfaction of a given formula by the model. This is accomplished by augmenting the model-checker to record the set of states satisfying each subformula and the convergence bound for each fixpoint operator. In cases where the formula has a finite witness, this information can also be used to produce proof-like witnesses, using techniques similar to the one described in Section 3.2. Tan and Cleaveland [TC02] extend Namjoshi's work to local model-checking.
An approach of Peled et. al. [PZ01, PPZ01] is similar to ours in spirit. The main goal is to generate proofs that are as easy to understand as possible, and use them to communicate the reasons behind the model-checking result to the user. The technique developed in [PZ01, PPZ01] generates proofs of satisfaction for LTL properties. Note that this is equivalent to providing witnesses for ACTL; thus, the approach is complimentary to ours, as it addresses the problem of discharging proof obligations that we generate.
In this paper we have only explored how proofs can be used to aid in understanding witnesses, yet other applications are also possible. For example, Namjoshi [Nam01] suggests that one can use proofs extracted from the model-checker to debug the modelchecker itself, or use them as a basis for integration between model-checking and theorem proving. Since proof-like witnesses are effectively proofs, they can be used in any application that calls for a proof of satisfaction of a temporal property.
Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is the concept of proof-like witnesses (and counterexamples) that bridges the gap between proofs and witnesses. We have shown that expressing witnesses as proofs, in combination with an intelligent browser tool, provides a significant support for understanding complex witnesses.
In this paper, we have also developed a sound and complete proof system for CTL that serves as the basis for our approach to witness generation. This makes our approach a logical, rather than an algorithmic, one. The main advantage here is that a proof of correctness of our witness generator is significantly simplified; furthermore, the technique can be easily extended to other, non-traditional, applications such as witness generation for temporal-logic queries [GDC02] .
The major limitation of our approach is that it provides only limited information in the case of witnesses for ACTL and properties that use both universal and existential quantifiers. In the future, we plan to explore possible solutions to this problem along the lines of [PPZ01] . We also plan to enhance our tool, KEGVis, to support dynamic witness exploration.
